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Hello

Lookout Brand Co. is a creative design firm in 
Cleveland, Ohio that explores fresh creative 
directions in design for businesses, organizations, 
events & people. We marry word and image to 
create clever, unique and contemporary brand 
communication solutions across multiple mediums.

ART DIRECTION
BRAND DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
CREATIVE ADVERTISEMENT
EDITORIAL DESIGN
LOGO DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION
INTERIOR BRANDING

MOTION GRAPHICS
NAMING
PACKAGING DESIGN
STORYBOARD CREATION
TRADE SHOW DISPLAY
VIDEO
VISUAL IDENTITY
WAYFINDING SYSTEMS
WEB DESIGN
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case studies
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WEBSITE

Armada Risk Partners

440-733-7712  • 1301 E 9th St #3750 • Cleveland, OH 44114 • www.armadarisk.us

Our mission is to grow clients through service. E
R

Armada is Latin for armed 

services. In the 16th century, 

Spain embraced the name when 

titling a large fleet or team of 

ships designed to defend trade 

routes and protect the interests 

of merchants, manufacturers and 

their buyers. These defenders 

shielded their community from 

risks, which inspired growth and 

prosperity for those they served.

Today, our teams of risk 

management and insurance 

professionals honor the same 

mission to defend our clients 

from marketplace risks, freeing 

them to realize rewards, growth 

and innovation.

Our difference is we don’t stop 

at negotiating with insurance 

carriers. We go further. We 

introduce our clients to 

prospective customers, partners 

and strategic suppliers from our 

community who can enable them 

to be more competitive, grow 

and prosper.

A better bottom line. 
It’s why clients join us.

1301 E. 9th St., Ste. 3737
Cleveland, OH 44114

216 350 5050 office

216 350 5049 fax www.armadarisk.us

We Protect. You Grow.

H
WOur mission is to grow clients through service.

Armada is Latin for armed 

services. In the 16th century, 

Spain embraced the name when 

titling a large fleet or team of 

ships designed to defend trade 

routes and protect the interests 

of merchants, manufacturers and 

their buyers. These defenders 

shielded their community from 

risks, which inspired growth and 

prosperity for those they served.

Today, our teams of risk 

management and insurance 

professionals honor the same 

mission to defend our clients 

from marketplace risks, freeing 

them to realize rewards, growth 

and innovation.

Our difference is we don’t stop 

at negotiating with insurance 

carriers. We go further. We 

introduce our clients to others 

in our fleet — prospective 

customers, partners and strategic 

suppliers — who can enable them 

to be more competitive, grow 

and innovate.

A better bottom line. 
It’s why clients join us.

We Protect. You Grow.

LEARN MORE  J www.armadarisk.us
We Protect. You Grow.

We Protect. You Grow.

Armada Risk Partners is a commercial insurance brokerage firm 
whose teams of risk management and insurance professionals defend 
their clients from marketplace risks, freeing them to realize rewards, 
growth and innovation.

Lookout Brand named Armada developed the logo identity, website, 
graphics library, sales collateral, advertising, tagline, and marketing 
initiatives as well as interior office branding.

BROCHURE COLLATERAL

NAMING, LOGO, TAGLINE
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www.armadarisk.us  ◆  216-350-5050

Take a Risk. Visit % ArmadaRisk.us/WRONG

C L E V E L A N D        TA M PA

We Protect. You Grow.

Is your health
insurance
program
the wrong fi t?

Right size it, 
keep employees 
healthy and 
reduce costs.

LEARN MORE   J www.ArmadaRisk.us/Private-Exchange
or call 216 350 5050

STATIONARY

ADVERTISING

INTERIOR DESIGN ENTRANCE & WALL MURALS

WRITEABLE WALL MURALS

BROCHURE COLLATERAL
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MBI Products, Inc

MBI Products has been an industry leader in the design and manufacturing of 
acoustical products for commercial spaces since 1965. Looking to better understand 
its brand, and seeking new ways to engage customers, prospects and partners online, 
MBI turned to us for brand platform development and an updated identity, messaging, 
tagline, website and product photography.

We worked closely with MBI leadership to ensure accurate reflection of their core 
brand values relative to the unique needs of their clients. From their deep experience 
as industry pioneers,  cost-effective problem-solving, to their Midwestern values, the 
MBI story is a dynamic one. 

The MBI website incorporates a fresh brand and messaging, new tools for customers, 
better product photography and more complete information—overall, more 
effectively conveying MBI’s position as an innovative leader in the industry. Clients 
and prospects can use the online Acoustics Calculator to estimate the amount of 
product needed for their space, or try the Sound Solutions tool and enter a location 
and primary and secondary objectives to find the product to best suit their needs. 
The content management system and product database we developed allows MBI 
employees to easily upload new product information, photos and content throughout 
the site. Since the its launch of their new site, MBI has realized a 27% increase in sales. 

BRAND PLATFORM HANDBOOK

PRINT COLLATERAL

LOGO IDENTITY & TAGLINE

INNOVATION FOR THE SOUND EXPERIENCE
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MBI WEBSITE

SIGNAGE

PHOTOGRAPHY

PRINT COLLATERAL
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NewBridge Center for Arts & Technology

NewBridge Cleveland Center for Arts & Technology was created to serve the 

Cleveland community by establishing a dual vocation and education center in the 

heart of the city. Its focus is to provide career training for displaced and disadvantaged 

workers and to use the arts as a means to motivate under-served urban youth to stay 

in school and pursue higher education. NewBridge  is modeled after Pittsburgh’s 

Manchester-Bidwell, a 40-year-old program founded by visionary and MacArthur 

Fellow, Bill Strickland.

We were chosen by the Cleveland Foundation at project inception to guide the 

naming, identity and brand development of NewBridge Cleveland. In naming the 

center, we knew it needed to inspire, motivate, and evoke a sense of value and benefit 

to those who engage with it. 

A period of extensive research and discovery led to a presentation of 119 names 

and 22 taglines, resulting in a name that is not only a nod to the beautiful urban 

elements of our city, but a symbol for the center’s mission in connecting people to their 

potential. From this metaphor, the symbol, tagline, and color palette evolved as part of 

a dynamic visual style, with a mosaic grid system now incorporated into print collateral, 

website and physical elements of the dramatic space in downtown Cleveland. We 

developed the NewBridge website not only as an introduction of the brand to the 

community, but as a tool for funders to make donations, potential students and 

instructors to exchange information, and to highlight student work. 

 

We’re pleased to be part of the development of the NewBridge brand model, which 

will be used as a platform for other locations across the country.
INTERIOR BRANDING

NEWBRIDGE NAMING + IDENTITY
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NEWBRIDGE WEBSITE

PRINT COLLATERAL

SIGNAGE

GRAPHIC STYLE
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Nikola Innovation’s revolutionary pedal combines the movements 
of a skater and a cyclist into one smooth motion that provides 
efficiency, comfort and power for the cyclist. 

We quickly went to work developing a name for the company 
as well as the naming technology that makes the product so 
revolutionary – Zivo Technology. The product is so cool and unique 
it already had a great story to tell, we just had to communicate its 
value to cyclists who look for that competitive edge. We created the 
brand identity, website, photography, packaging, social media and 
video in time for the product’s launch at the world’s largest cycling 
trade show. Nikola took the cycling world by storm. Cycling blogs 
were soon a buzz with news of Nikola’s pedal product. Website and 
social media hits sky rocketed and a post product launch campaign 
went into full speed.

Nikola Innovation

PRODUCT PACKAGING

LOGO IDENTITY

WEBSITE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
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TAGLINE

INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS

TECHNOLOGY LOGO

TRADE SHOW DISPLAY

PRINT COLLATERAL

PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY
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Olympic Forest Products

Olympic is becoming a leader in providing pallet and 
pallet management services throughout key regions of 
the United States. Based in Cleveland, Olympic’s growth 
over the past five years has been strong and swift. Now 
competing in larger markets and attracting Fortune 500 
clients, Olympic’s brand needed a major re-positioning. 
The outdated visual brand inherited from previous 
ownership contained little value-based messaging and 
lacked consistency in its voice and design. The re-
branding objectives were clear: Define Olympic’s current 
value proposition by speaking to clients and partners, 
redesign its visual brand to communicate its market 
position, and attract new prospects.

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

LOGO IDENTITY
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PHOTOGRAPHY

PRINT COLLATERAL

PRINT COLLATERAL
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WEBSITE

OnShift

OnShift is an innovative software company focused on 
improving workforce management in the senior care industry.

OnShift came to us for a brand refresh after a BrandSync process 
and to solidify their positioning statement, core values and 
brand promise. We re-established the brand foundation and 
updated their visual identity across all mediums including: logo, 
color palette, icon set, grid layout, patterns, presentations, web 
interface & trade show displays.

BRAND FOUNDATION & VISUAL STANDARDSEXECUTIVE SYMPOSIUM

LOGO IDENTITY

WHO IS ONSHIFT?

OnShift is an innovative software 

company focused on improving workforce 

management in the healthcare industry.

WHAT DOES ONSHIFT DO?

OnShift provides software and services 

to help healthcare organizations to solve 

everyday workforce challenges.

WHY DOES IT MATTER?

Because OnShift offers a predictive and 

proactive solution that is purpose built 

for long-term care and senior living 

organizations to facilitate a higher level of 

quality and performance.

Our brand position represents the heart of the OnShift brand. It describes the 

business we’re in, our philosophy, and what sets us apart from the competition. 

It captures exactly what we want to be in the hearts and minds of those who 

depend on OnShift. Most importantly, it drives every decision we make, and 

helps us to shape our audiences’ perceptions.

Our Brand 
Essence  

OnShift Brand Guidelines
9

98

ONSHIFT BRAND FOUNDATION

Graphic
Elements

PATTERNS

ICON SET

27
2726

ONSHIFT VISUAL GUIDELINES
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HUMAN CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Hiring

Scheduling

Workforce 
Analysis

O
n

S
h

if
t.

c
o

m

PRINT ADVERTISING

TRADE SHOW

BRAND GRAPHICS

BRAND GRAPHICS

VIDEO ART DIRECTION, STORYBOARDING AND IMAGE CREATION

DON’T GET CAUGHT 
UNPREPARED

LEADINGAGE AND ONSHIFT PARTNER FOR 
PAYROLL-BASED JOURNAL REPORTING

OnShift.com

Visit 
Booth 
#3216

Win an 
Apple 
Watch!

OnShift’s PBJ Reporting 
Software Can Help!

Collect All Data1

Review for Accuracy2

Submit with Ease3

workforce issues? 

RELAX
onshift has you covered.

OnShift Human Capital Management Software 
for Long-Term Care & Senior Living

Solving everyday 
workforce challenges

Insight: analyze patterns  
& know where to hire

Hire: manage the applicant lifecycle  
& build a candidate pool

Schedule: staff efficiently to resident  
needs & services

New Workforce Research on 
Recruiting & Hiring in Senior Care 

www.onshift.com/workforce
OnShift.com

Visit OnShift at kiosk #37 to learn more.
✔ Streamline Scheduling  ✔ Control Costs  ✔ Improve Care ✔ Engage Employees

OnShift.com

Make Your Workforce Shine 
with OnShift Software

OnShift
Hire

OnShift 
Schedule

OnShift  
Payroll-Based 

Journal

OnShift 
Engage

OnShift 
Insight

OnShift 
Wallet

END FINANCIAL STRESS
NEW: Give employees timely access 
to their earned but unpaid wages.

OnShift.com/wallet

VISIT BOOTH #619  
FOR ALL YOUR WORKFORCE NEEDS

Solve Your Workforce Challenges With OnShift Software
Recruit • Hire • Schedule • Engage • Retain

OnShift.com

PICTURE THIS
Employee Retention Like Never Before

New OnShift® Wallet Visa™ 
Pre-Paid Debit Card
Activate employee retention 
with a fast way to access 
earned wages 

75%
IMPROVEMENT IN 

EFFICIENCIES

46%
REDUCTION IN 

OVERTIME

2x
THE HIRES IN  

HALF THE TIME

33%
REDUCTION IN 

TURNOVER

LOOKOUT
BRAND CO.
OnShift / Engage spot :60  •  Storyboard version 3 •  1/18/17

1.

After fade in of graphics

High turnover…

Woman slides off screen dropping coffee cup.

5.

These issues can bring your organization -- to a halt.

Sound effect. car tires coming to skidding stop)

9.

for managers, 

2.

communication challenges…

maybe her foot is tapping

6.

But it doesn’t have to be that way.

Frowns turn to smiles

10.

supervisors

3.

Employees feeling undervalued…

Woman shrinks in size (undervalued)

7.

Create a better workplace by focusing on your people. 
Introducing OnShift Engage, employee engagement 
software designed exclusively for senior care..

Heads pop up in circles over care center.

11.
and employees.

4.

Sound familiar? 

8.

OnShift Engage is modern and mobile, offering 
a range of tools that focus on the key drivers of 
employee engagement, 

12.

Spark new hires’ path to success

Animate hands shaking and “spark effect on “Spark”

2017 EXECUTIVE SUMMIT

Creating a Workforce that ROCKS! 
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ShotStop Ballistics

LOGO IDENTITY

NAMING
TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT  LOGOS

WEBSITE DESIGN

PRINT COLLATERAL

ShotStop® Ballistics Technologies is relentless in its pursuit to protect 
and save lives by developing and manufacturing the lightest, thinnest, 
and most durable advanced armor technologies in the world. 

Lookout helped launch ShotStop as a startup in 2016. We have guided 
the brand from naming and the logo to all touchpoints of the visual 
brand as well as marketing and brand messaging support.
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STORE STORE
OPEN

TRADE SHOW

INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS

INTERIOR DESIGN GRAPHICS

VEHICLE GRAPHICS

APPAREL

ICONS
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Pipeline Packaging

Pipeline Packaging are specialists in packaging solutions for industrial 
and consumer products. We were approached by NorthPak Container to 
revamp their dated website. Not only did their site not communicate their 
brand essence, existing lines of services or products, they had a sister 
site, SouthPak. SouthPak was originally created as a result of acquisition in 
Southern states. Managing these two entities under one roof was difficult 
internally and caused customer and supplier confusion externally.

We began with brand rediscovery audits and interviews that included 
customer, employees and leadership. From the data we collected we 
launched into Brand Platform development, renaming, identity, tagline 
development, website, and sales collateral creation.

A highlight of the deliverables was a fully responsive website that includes 
an easily managed database of products. The site allows for dynamic 
searching and is responsive to any size desktop or mobile device.

POSITIONING STATEMENT
NAMING & LOGO IDENTITY

TAGLINE EXERCISES
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WEB DESIGN & PROGRAMMING

SOCIAL MEDIA

PRINT COMMUNICATION
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Logo Identities
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Logo Identities
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thank you for looking
LookoutBrand.co

We are Enemies of Average


